
Pedagogical aspects of going back to school for GSM students:  
communication to parents 

 
- While some of GSM  students will return to CFBL from June 2nd, here's how things will 

be organized: 
 

- Each class will be divided into 2 groups. Among these groups, some students will come 
to the CFBL, others will not, but they will belong to the same group. 
For example, for the CM2A, there will be "GSMA group 1" and "GSMB group 2". 
 

- The students will come to the CFBL alternately as follows: 
 

 Lundi Mardi  Jeudi  Vendredi  

DOUGE Emmanuelle GSMB groupe 1 GSMB groupe 2 GSMA groupe 1 GSMA groupe 2 

TROTTER Vanessa GSMA groupe 1 GSMA groupe 2 GSMB groupe 1 GSMB groupe 2 

 
- As an exception, for the week of the 1st to the 5th of June, the students will come to the 

CFBL according to the following schedule: 
●  Group 1 students: Tuesday and Thursday 
●  Group 2 students: Wednesday and Friday 

 
- Students will continue to receive work on their google classroom. This material will 

be posted on Sunday evening and Wednesday evening according to the following 
schedule: 
Each week, 5 topics will be posted on each class' Google classroom. For the first 
week of June for example, you will find: 

● "June 2 to 5: travail jour de classe" 
● "June 2 to 5: travail jour à la maison" 
● "June 2 to 5: Home Activities" 
● "June 2 to 5: School Activities" 
● "June 2 to 5: Zoom sessions" 

 
- In the topic "Zoom sessions", you will find a timetable with the zoom sessions of the 

week for the following subjects: sport, music, library, ESL/FLE. 
For the teaching sessions organized by Emmanuelle and Vanessa, they will be as 

follows: 
 

- For the GSMA class for example, Vanessa will post on the google classroom activities to 
do depending on whether the students will be in group 1 or group 2. 

 
 
 



- So on Monday, all the students in group 1 will do the "School activities", whether 
or not they are at school. Those who will be at the LFC will do this activity with their 
teachers, those who will not return to the LFC will do these activities at home with an 
adult. 
Those in group 2 will do the "Home activities". 
On Tuesdays, it will be the other way around. 

 
- In order to avoid any potential mix-up, the "Home Activities" and "School activities" will 

be independent of each other. 
The basic concept is the same on the GSMB class side. 

 
- After the first week, the teachers consider the possibility of gradually introducing group 

zoom sessions, gathering all the pupils in the same class at the same time. 
During these sessions the classroom would be captured on film and the pupils not 
present would be invited to join the class for a common sharing time. 

 
- Wednesday will be a day not necessarily connected to the school that will allow 

families to take a break during the week to practice or pursue other activities, whether 
class related or not. 

- A list of items to bring from home to school on the first day of school will be provided by 
the teachers by June 1st. 

Group list 
 

GSMA Groupe 1 (GSMA G1) GSMA Groupe 2 (GSMA  G2) GSMB Groupe 1 (GSMB  G1) GSMB Groupe 2 (GSMB G2) 
ATTUIL Noa DELAGE Neelan ARIB  Myriam ANDREWS  Turner 

BENKIRANE Myriam GERSHONY Alya BENSALEM Iza HAZEL Zia 

BOUBA Ali GERSHONY Soren CARLIER Leon INGILIZ Dimitri 

CAILAC CHEWTCHOUK 

Anouk HOLZ Anatole CEYROLLE Cesar KARIUKI Emma 

CHHUON Damien JOUVENT Alma DELEUZE Gabriel LAMBERT Maximilien 

CHOWDURI PRADAT Leo RELIGIEUX MORRISEY Lazlo DEMAISON Violette LE CORNET Charles 

CRANZ BRANET Tibere SALOMON Hadrien EDDE Vanessa LESAICHERRE Juliette 

EBERHARDT Rapael SEGUIS Caroline EL HARRAR Elie MCCANDLESS Olivia 

FIORENTINO Lina SIMONNEAU Fleur FOUCHE Emma NEUEZ Philip 

LALIOTIS NEGRONI Arianna SOULE Gabrielle FRICOU Adam ORENBUCH Zoé 

 
 
 



MACPHERSON Archibald  RISCHARD Sebastian POLAY Anna 

STEMBRIDGE Camille    

 
 

 Sample Weekly Timetables 
 

 

 
 
 


